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Executive summary

Heightened uncertainty
While the UK lurches to the next
phase of Brexit chaos, indicators
of economic health are pointing to
a weakening global economy and
possible recession (though no one
can predict its timing). These are
combining to heighten nervousness
among international investors and
uncertainty across British businesses,
with evident impacts on confidence
and a reluctance to commit to
investment decisions.
Nationalism in policies, populism in
politics and the USA-China trade
war betray a move away from
globalisation, yet China’s Belt and
Road Initiative suggests there is still
money to invest in massive, longterm, international projects (albeit
against a backdrop of concerns over
debt).
At home, our property and
construction industries are desperate
for clarity and direction, and the
next four months will determine the
extent to which they will receive this.

Change must come
Meanwhile, each sector of the market
is fighting its own challenges and
looking to exploit its respective
opportunities, with a common theme
of the need for structural changes
and more dynamic business models.
The failure of British Steel and
the headlines around Kier further
highlight supply-side difficulties
and the urgency for industry

transformation and a broader
embracing of modern methods of
construction.

Holding pattern
Money is circling London real estate
but not necessarily landing. Property
is in something of a ‘holding pattern’
and is likely to remain so until Brexit
is sorted once and for all.
Given all this, together with
continuing input cost pressures,
there is nothing to encourage us to
change our forecast for London/
South-East tender price indices. We
are maintaining our position of 2.0%
per annum for this year and next,
returning to the long-term average
of 2.75% per annum thereafter (see
Table 1).

Awaiting a bounce
The profound uncertainty of the
moment is presenting a window in
which contractors are setting their
sights on certain projects with some
trades in particular aiming to be as
competitive as possible. This will
either be extended or replaced by a
‘Brexit bounce’, depending on what
happens politically in the second half
of 2019. This must be a key caveat to
anyone’s forecast.

Fundamental tensions
As Brexit (presumably) nears its end
game and wider trends develop, it
feels as if we are entering a period
of fundamental tensions, which at
varying times should come to a head,
requiring some compromises (see
Table 2).

Table 2: Developing tensions
Britain’s exit from the EU

Vs.

Consensus on what this means

Globalisation

Vs.

‘Slowbalisation’

Rising global debt burden

Vs.

Continual search for growth

Urgent need to protect our
environment

Vs.

The cost of doing so

Softening real estate values

Vs.

Pressure on construction costs
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2019

2020

2021 +

alinea forecast

2.0%

2.0%

2.75%

BCIS forecast

1.5%

3.8%

4.6%

Range of
commentators

1% 4.5%*

1% 3.8%

1.5% 5%*

Table 1
Tender price inflation (TPI) per annum:
London and the South East
* Q2-Q2 figure
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Macro economics

A weakening global economy

We have often used the word tumultuous when speaking about the market and it seems
appropriate to use it again here, but how different is the current economic market from the one
presented in our last Market Report?
Trump threats = Trump slump
Voices demanding a return to
nationalism echo around the world,
manifested through the popularity of
isolationist policies and the growing
influence of right-wing, populist
parties promising to put national
issues ahead of (and sometimes at a
cost to) global issues.
One result of this has been a
laborious trade war between the
world’s two economic powerhouses.
The International Monetary Fund
calculates that “tit-for-tat tariffs”
between America and China will cost
$455bn in lost output next year - a
figure more than the entire GDP of
the UAE in 2020 - while the OECD
suggests that 0.8% ($698bn) of
global output has already been lost.
Our stock market trackers clearly
show the evolution of the ‘Trump
Tariffs’ with sudden falls across all
markets (given the catchy name of
the “Trump Slump”) Table 3).

Concerns over global growth

and vast amounts of quantitative
easing, it’s difficult to see where this
help could come from.

suffered its largest fall in three-anda-half years, driven by declines in
Japan, the EU and the United States.
Apparent usage in China grew by 4%,
yet global use (excluding China) fell
4%.

Materials demand
A key question for the investment
and property markets will be whether
these concerns for growth hold
water. Demand for products which
fuel growth activities could be seen
as a proxy for future output and
economic health.

Clearly there is still demand for the
basic building blocks of growth, but
the data is obscured by business
planning in uncertain times and
record levels of stockpiling.

The International Energy Association
recorded global oil demand rising by
1.3% in 2018. Yet this growth was not
universal as demand in Europe was
stagnant and fell in the Middle East.
Perhaps ironically, the largest growth
areas were the US and China. OPEC+
has continued to cut output to prop
up prices but the oil investment
market remains sensitive to the
health of the global economy and the
China - US trade talks.
Copper is often considered a global
economic health indicator, and its
price as traded at the London Metal
Exchange is currently 8% lower
than the same period in 2018, it has

Simultaneously, markets are being
affected by concerns over the future
of global growth, partly influenced by
the direct impact of the trade dispute Table 3
but also fuelled by more domestic
issues such as Brexit, protests in
Hong Kong, Italian fiscal policy, and
the weakness of emerging markets.
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US and China commence trade talks

Many of the world’s central banks
are readying themselves for action
in the event of a slowdown. Finance
ministers from the G20 nations
voiced concerns about trade wars
and their impact on global growth
with Japan’s Finance Minister stating
that if economic activity deteriorates,
“all possible policy tools should
be mobilised”. However, given low
interest rates in advanced nations

Global growth forecast to slow

20

US tariffs applied to Chinese goods
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Macro economics

Negative yields, positive investment in infrastructure

While Brexit festers, the world
turns (slowly)
Outside these shores and our
obsession with Brexit, there is much
of significance happening in the
world, from a trade war between its
two largest economies to geopolitical
tensions in the Middle East.
There are a number of metrics, from
GDP growth and unemployment
levels to stock price valuations and,
in particular, yield spreads, which
are pointing - based on historical
correlations (whether leading,
coincident or lagging) - to a global
recession, though the timing of that
is difficult to predict.
Whilst countries throughout the
Eurozone are thought to be heading
for the doldrums, with low growth,
low inflation and low interest rates,
the US is enjoying one of its longest
periods of economic expansion in
history, with unemployment at a 49year low and asset prices at nearrecord highs.
Negative-yielding corporate and
government debt reached $13tn
recently, a new high with some
willing to get back less money than
they lend. Yields on Germany’s 10year bond are -0.32%, an all-time
low. Austria is planning its second
‘century bond’ issue, asking investors
to lend it money for 100 years in
return for a yield of just 1.2%, leading
Marcus Ashworth of Bloomberg to
ask: “what fresh madness is this?”

Globalisation or ‘Slowbalisation’?
There is evidence of the unwinding
of two decades of global economic
integration, as world trade growth
slows, protectionism is taken to
another level by the USA-China
trade war and capital controls and
national regulation on foreign home
ownership hit the prime residential
sector.
The creation of a vast new trade bloc
by African nations (though Nigeria
is yet to sign up) has the primary
aim of producing more effective
intra-continental trading rather than
a continuing reliance on the outside
world.
Notwithstanding all that, there is a
grand project which, given its sheer
scale and endeavour, is arguably
below the radar more than it should
be: China’s Belt and Road Initiative.
With vast levels of investment
across continents, and described
as the most ambitious project ever
attempted, it could well change
geopolitics and global economies in
an unprecedented way (see following
pages).

Perhaps, most worrying of all, the
search for income is driving insurance
companies to buy ‘collateralised loan
obligations’ (packages of corporate
loans), a chilling reminder of some
of the collateralised products that
preceded the Global Financial Crash
of 2008.
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China’s Belt and Road Initiative
“The Belt and Road Initiative has tremendous potential to spread prosperity and
sustainable development, touching as it does, potentially 70% of the world’s
population, a project of truly epic ambition,”
Philip Hammond, UK Chancellor of the Exchequer
First proposed by President Xi in 2013, the
Belt and Road initiative (BRI) is an historic
vision to boost global trade and create new
and vibrant economies along a modern ‘Silk
Road’.
The “belt” refers to overland trade routes
whilst the “road” denotes sea lanes largely
connecting Southeast Asia to Africa and
Europe.
Whilst some worry about ‘neocolonialism’ and
the creation of ‘debt traps’ for developing
economies, others accept that it is a blue print
for widespread and joined-up development.
Either way, it is fast becoming a reality.
Projects include:
•C
 hina to London railway
•C
 hina to Laos railway
•C
 hina to Europe freight train services,
connecting 32 cities in 12 European
countries.

BRI in numbers:
•T
 he Second BRI Forum in April this year
reportedly attracted 5,000 participants
from 150 countries, including heads of
state, UN leaders and IMF members.
• 1 26 countries have already signed
agreements with China - as have 29
international organisations.
•C
 onstruction work will take place in more
than 60 countries.
• Italy and Luxembourg are the latest
signatories.
•C
 hinese firms now have stakes in nearly
two-thirds of the world’s largest container
ports.
•T
 otal investment to date is well over $1
trillion.
Silk Road Economic Belt
(the “Belt”)
21st Century Maritime Silk Road
(The “Road”)
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Macro economics
The UK Economy

Three years on from the referendum
and Brexit has been subsumed into
the UK’s psyche, the normal running
of the country put on hold for a
seeming eternity as the political
establishment lurches from one crisis
to the next.
The pressure has ratcheted up to
another level as we await a new
Prime Minister and their approach to
negotiations with the EU, the spectre
of a no-deal scenario on 31st October
looming large.
Such is the disruption and
uncertainty that there is increasing
evidence of major decisions being
put on hold, from project starts to
investment in real estate.
The current period of heightened
nervousness is prompting
enthusiastic proposals and
competitive bids, a window which
could either be extended, or closed
and replaced by a ‘Brexit bounce’ - all
depending on what happens over the
next few months.

Other than Brexit?
The seemingly Sisyphean task
of trying to pass a bill on Brexit
continues to dominate British
politics. Since the beginning of the
year, MPs have voted 47 times on
various Brexit related clauses and
amendments, so it is little wonder
that there hasn’t been time for
substantial focus on other topics.
Not much has changed across
economic data in six months (see
Table 4).

The state of the economy
Some parts of the UK have
shown resilience. Tech start ups
in the UK grew 14% last year, and
unemployment figures continue
to reach new lows. There is still
economic growth, albeit slight.
On the negative side, services output
has slowed and manufacturing is
suffering largely due to stockpiling
practices and a retreat of car
production from the UK.
There has been no let up in the
poor news from the high street, and
current consumer habits will do little
to change this. Retail sales in May

saw the “biggest decline on record”
according to BRC-KPMG, falling 2.7%
year-on-year.

Debt
In our last update, we commented
on high global debt levels. In the UK
personal household debt has been
fairly static as a percentage of GDP
since 2005, however an increasing
proportion of this is unsecured debt.
Unsecured debt has doubled since
1998, with 75% of that growth being
owed to credit cards, car finance,
overdrafts and student debt. Since
2008 the average real wage has
been flat as inflation has outstripped
wage growth.
The UK, along with most other
major economies seems to have
stayed afloat after 2008 thanks
to quantitative easing (QE) and
low interest rates. Over ten years
later, many of the programmes are
still in place. To date the UK has
spent $580bn on QE (compared
to $3.9tn in the USA). Whilst these
programmes have helped fuel some
kind of recovery, are they just adding
to the world’s global debt addiction?

Table 4: The economy: what’s changed since our last report?
Dec
2018

May
2019

CPI (annual)

2.1%

2.0%

GDP (annual)

1.6%

1.8%

Unemployment

4.1%

3.8%

Construction
output (all work)

-3.1%

2.4%

Services PMI

50.4

51.0

Monthly GDP index: Main sectors
112
110
108
106
104
102
100
98
96

Agriculture

9

Production

Construction

Services
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The construction market
A fragile dreariness?

It is unhelpful to consider the UK
construction market as a whole given
different fortunes in different sectors.
Glenigan forecasts the market to
contract this year, with project starts
weakening for a third consecutive
year. Yet there are some bright lights
in construction such as the build to
rent and logistics sectors.
Major engineering projects such
as HS2, the Thames Tidalway and
new power stations are expected to
drive output over the next few years,
but as we have said before,such
investment is prone to political will
(or whim).
Construction output figures show
a mixed picture (see Table 5). In
Q1 2019 all output increased 1%
according to the ONS, led by a 3%
increase in repair and maintenance
but a 4.6% fall in commercial output.
CIPS / Market reported a “fragile
dreariness” as April’s PMI saw the
sharpest decline since the Beast from
the East in March last year, whilst
June’s data demonstated a shocking
fall to just 43.1. In 2019, the index has
been below the 50.0 marker for no
change four times, averaging 48.7
(see Table 6).

Offices
Jones Lang Lasalle recently reported that central London office investment
is set to drop by almost 40% year on year for the first half of 2019, as
heightened political uncertainty impacts investors’ confidence. UK property
markets have for many years been reliant on ‘the kindness of strangers’ as
Mark Carney once famously put it and anything that suppresses the appetite
of foreign investors could have a dramatic effect on real estate volumes and
construction starts.
With speculative development having already slowed, tenants are competing
for a dwindling supply. The amount of space let in the first half of the year
is only 6% below the 10-year average. The continued pipeline of new office
buildings is also causing upward pressure on rental levels, especially as
significant amounts of space are under offer, and vacancy rates stand at a
lowly 0.5%
Yet, it is interesting that Rupert Clarke of Lipton Rogers Developments
suggests that “it is easy to conclude CRE capital values are more likely to fall
than to rise, even in the long term”. Clarke points to the “voracious flow of
global equity” as the key driver of the growth in values in recent times, which
together with sustained low inflation and changing occupier demands means
the industry is crying out for structural transformation, from financing to
product.

Retail
The challenges of the retail sector are well-publicised, with established
business models under extreme pressure in the face of high trading costs,
an exceptionally competitive environment and rapidly developing consumer
habits.
Retail developers are looking at more imaginative and diverse uses of their
assets, whilst retailers are offering more bespoke products. Both of these
trends are creating more flexible and mixed-use buildings - the subject of our
upcoming Cost Model in Building magazine.

70

Table Construction
5: ONS construction
output
figures
output
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Table 6: Construction Purchasing
Managers’ Index
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The construction market
Capital circling

Residential

Med tech

The residential market finds itself in a
transitional phase, with fewer prime
residential starts and the continuing
boom of the Built to Rent sector
attracting more investment. Delivery
of built schemes remains an issue
driven in the main by viability issues,
planning hurdles such as affordable
housing and family unit percentages
and a real battle to find and win bids
on appropriate sites.

The Life sciences / Medical Tech
sector is continuing to grow due to
a combination of factors including
increased government funding for
R&D, the NHS trust’s considering
how to get the most out their
estates, and increasing collaboration
between universities, health trusts
and charitable organisations. This
has led to the growth of key clusters,
especially in London. These include
King’s Cross and Euston (tech
companies and life sciences), White
City (medical and media), Sutton
(cancer research) and Whitechapel
(NHS medical), among others.
According to research undertaken
by Cushman & Wakefield, these four
clusters will gain more than 2 million
ft2 of lab space in the next five to ten
years.

Although not yet a seismic shift the
uptake and investment in modern
methods on construction (MMC) or
Design for Manufacture & Assembly
(DfMA) has increased which is
encouraging but there is still a long
way to go. Deals such as Sekisui
(Japan’s largest housebuilders) with
Urban Splash & Homes England
and Goldman Sachs investment in
TopHat modular highlight the intent
but many more clients and investors
need to think seriously about
implementing initiatives before a real
ripple is seen in the market (see page
16)

Infrastructure
Government’s delivery of
infrastructure investment pledges in
recent times has been patchy, as a
number of projects highlighted in the
budget have not progressed beyond
the drawing board (with some
notable exceptions, of course).
The future pipeline would seem to
depend upon the policies of the new
Prime Minister, and how he maintains
an ambition to push forward with
large scale capital projects in the
face of difficult negotiations to
remove Britain from the EU. On
the one hand, it has been mooted
that the cancellation of HS2 would
prove to be a political vote-winner
whilst on the other. Boris Johnson
refers to the ‘financial headroom’
(Philip Hammond has stated as being
created by years of austerity) as a
means to invest in public projects.
To date, the infrastructure sector has
supported inflation in the constrained
construction market. What impact
will the future infrastructure pipeline
have? Only time will tell.

11

Foreign investment
Foreign investment has been a key
driver of construction recently, and
despite recent reports of falling
investment at the beginning of
the year, EY showed that the UK
is still the number one destination
in Europe for foreign direct
investment. Last year, the UK
secured a third of all FDI projects
in Western Europe.
The current concern is that whilst
the number of FDI projects is
increasing, capital investment
is lower than in 2015 as many
investors are awaiting Brexit
clarity, and some are waiting for a
possible further fall of the pound.

“There’s lots of capital
circling but not much
landing and it could
decide to go to
another city as there
are easier places to
invest in”
Glenigan forecast June 2019
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Our forecast

Input cost pressures continue

Input price pressures remain around materials and labour, but increasing uncertainty around the
political and economic landscape is really starting to impact construction market confidence.
The result is still positive inflation constrained by margins – but how long can this be sustained?

Materials and Commodities
In our January report, we indicated
that materials prices pressure
would drive tender price inflation.
Our hypothesis at the time was
that easing in commodity prices
would contain overall material price
inflation, but force majeure events
such as dam collapses and weather
events have been a key contributor
to sustained commodity price
pressures.
Materials costs remain a key focal
point for sustained pressure on
construction prices, accounting for
over 40% of a typical project of
which in excess of 25% is typically
imported as components, parts
or materials. Sustained sterling
weakness is thus having a direct
impact on rising domestic materials
prices. That said, the Eurozone has
a relatively low rate of inflation by
historic standards at 1.4% (driven by
a slowdown in manufacturing and
demand for energy), which may ease
sustained future pressure.

Our material tracker suggests
sustained input costs movements. The
trend around stable inflation pressure
in material costs remains, although
at a lower growth rate in 2019 than in
2018, as shown in Table 7. In the year
to June 2019, materials prices have
been over-inflated by stockpiling to
mitigate potential Brexit supply risks.
Stockpiling in UK manufacturing is
fading, but in construction, the risk
remains.

Market Activity

Labour

understand project time-scales. In
London, there has been stalling in
tender activity and projects being
committed to construction.

The position we surmised in January
remains largely unchanged across
sectors and tiers of the market.
Clients are expecting a bargain
at the point of tenders : evidence
would suggest that early trades
have already applied an element of
margin compression, and we expect
later trades in the construction cycle
to follow suit. But this will be short
lived and is not sustainable. We have
Overall material inflation masks larger previously stated that we do not
believe the supply chain will buy
price movements for stockpiled
work at nil or negative margins and
products and materials such as
plywood and sawn timber. Over 80% nor should they.
of timber is imported with price rises The telephone is ringing more
of 10-15%.
frequently from a market wishing to

Net migration figures raise significant
concerns over the future of labour
rates. Despite a fall in the number of
advertised vacancies, average pay has We are not anticipating Tier 1 main
increased as the shrinking pool of EU contractor margins to move up – the
pressure is downwards if anything,
labour acts to push up wages.
but it is an inconsistent landscape
According to the ONS, construction
that varies according to sector, client
wages have increased 5% in the last
Commodities are a different
and project profile. Some sectors and
12 months, 2% more than the total
proposition, with continuing
parts of the market within London
average UK wage. Some recruitment
volatility in prices coupled with their
have already returned to single-stage
agencies have commented that the
dependency on the US dollar. We had
tendering as the status-quo with an
increase is significantly larger than
previously anticipated compression
appetite to underwrite Brexit risk to
this.
in some prices such as steel, but
secure some orders.
force majeure events elsewhere in
Tender spreads are wider and
the world and a constraint on supply
typically a pre-tender estimate is now
have driven some prices such as steel
sitting commensurate with the third
the other way.
highest tender: six months ago, this
could have been second highest.
Table 7 : alinea’s material and commodity index

alinea materials index
alinea commodities index

2018
movement

2019 movement
to date

3.7%

0.8%

-16.0%

-1.0%
12
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Our forecast

A net positive effect

Tender Price Forecast
Our forecast for 2019 remains
unchanged at +2% for 2019 and
2020. We continue to allow the long
term average position of +2.75% against the context of the global
economic position and UK political
uncertainty what is the option?

Brexit Bounce?
With both margins and pipeline
constrained, there is a possibility
of a rebound in prices if a Brexit
resolution returns confidence to the
London commercial market. This
has the potential to be like 2013/
2014 (albeit not as extreme), when
an increase in activity enabled the
supply chain to target strong margin
recovery. The ingredients now may
not be quite the same, but it remains
a very real potential scenario, and
one to acknowledge.

The infrastructure sector in particular
has historically been at the mercy of
political dynamics, and this is set to
continue, with overall construction
output, capacity and therefore tender
prices subject to political movements
over the next three to four months.

Procurement

We intend to convene future sessions
and will invite further representatives
from the industry to join us.

Political Football
No matter what the conclusion of
the Conservative Party Leadership
contest, holding onto power is not
going to be easy. There is a fear
within the Infrastructure sector that
HS2 is not ‘nailed on’ – could the
government be tempted to write
off expenditure to date and divert
spending to the NHS to hold onto
power?
2020

2021 +

alinea forecast

2.0%

2.0%

2.75%

BCIS forecast

1.5%

3.8%

4.6%

Range of
commentators

1% - 4.5%*

1% - 3.8%

1.5% - 5%*

Component

2019

2020

Labour
Materials
Margin

Over the years we have advocated
a well-considered procurement
strategy and a focus on the basics is
the key to better buying and setting
projects up for success. We were
rightly challenged to show some
leadership on this – so we did, by
conducting a round-table discussion
with key clients and some main
contractors.

2019

Table 8: Our view in July 2019 of the
components of inflation

Table 9: Tender price inflation (TPI) per annum:
London and the South East
* Q2-Q2 figure
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Risk
Downward pressure on pricing
Benign influence
Upward pressure
Significant upward pressure
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Construction industry: present danger
Structural fault-lines

The UK construction industry is under escalating pressures, from a weakening global economy to the wearisome
politics of Brexit and its now immediate impact on the UK economy and property market. These could widen the
fault-lines in construction’s structural operating model, further evidence of which has been seen in the depressing
headlines over the last period, not least the demise of British Steel and the worsening situation at Kier.

What’s happening?

What’s happening?

• Employs 4,200 people in Scunthorpe and Redcar

•S
 hare price fell 13% on the day it announced a
streamlining plan for the business in June 2019.

• Collapsed into administration in May 2019

•S
 hare price down to £1.06 (on 01.06.19) from almost
£10 a year ago

• Bids for a purchaser closed on 28th July 2019
•O
 utput was 8m tonnes in 2018 (China’s output was
928m tonnes)

• Private sector focused business to be divested
•M
 ajor purchases (including Mouchel, and May
Gurney) have contributed to its debt pile

•D
 emise blamed on a combination of: Brexit
uncertainty; global economics; lack of investment in
new technology; emissions payments outside of the
EU trading scheme contributing to high costs.

• 1,200 jobs to be axed

Difficulties in construction’s operating model reinforces alinea’s exaltations to do the simple things well, procuring
projects professionally and smoothly to make it easier and less risky for all involved. It also suggests an urgency to
truly embrace modern methods of construction. Making the most of our existing resources together with known and
emerging technologies is surely the way to make buildings more cost-effective and the process of building less risky,
protecting their value (see later).

14
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Construction industry: present danger
A rising tide

To enhance her legacy, Theresa
May has committed to increase the
UK’s target for CO2 emissions from
the previously-agreed 80% of the
1990 baseline by 2050, to a net zero
position by the same year - making
Britain the first major economy to do
so.
The numbers may be small on the
world-scale, but the sentiment shown
by the likes of Extinction Rebellion
and Sir David Attenborough so
further reinforcement of a rising tide
of support in favour of sustainable
development (even if carbon

offsetting is one of a possible range
of means to achieve the target).
The Committee for Climate Change
estimates the cost to the economy
to be 1-2% of GDP (£20 - £40bn per
annum), whilst Philip Hammond puts
it at £70bn a year.

As Simon Cox, Head of Sustainability
at Prologis said: “Theresa May’s
plans...means the property industry
has nowhere to hide”.
This is an urgent subject that alinea
will be raising up its agenda.

The cost may be high, but the
stakes could not be higher, and the
construction industry will have a
crucial role to play, whatever the
ultimate target.

“Theresa May’s plans...means the property
industry has nowhere to hide”
Simon Cox, Head of Sustainability, Prologis

15
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The future of construction
Established challenges, modern methods

Designing for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA) is
now at the top of the agenda for most project kick-off
meetings, certainly in the residential sector. The profile
of cross laminated timber (CLT) has equally been raised
such that it is often the subject of cost-benefit analyses
of structural designs against steel or concrete.
Notwithstanding the appropriateness of modern
methods of construction (MMC) as a term for such
approaches, what cannot be doubted is the need for the
construction industry to raise its game by employing
methods and materials that will create sustainable
buildings of consistently good quality, in good time, at
lower cost and with fewer risks.
A more industrialised approach to building can mean a
variety of things, but in principle it should provide the
opportunity to effect improvements. Greystar’s buildto-rent project at Greenford Quay (see right) is a good
example of a scheme that thoroughly considered MMC,
alongside traditional technologies, proceeding with a
volumetric strategy that is the largest of its kind in the
country. Capital cost premiums are being more than
offset by much faster build-speeds which enable income
streams to start earlier.

As part of the Greenford Quay development in Ealing, the first Greystar
operated Built to Rent block is being delivered using a fully volumetric
solution. Due for completion in early 2020 and comprising 379 units and
over 500,000ft2 it will be one of the largest volumetric buildings in the
UK and is being delivered by Tide Construction. As a client, Greystar have
been one of the early adopters of offsite and volumetric construction and
alinea are proud to be supporting them on their journey.

The profile of modular design is being continually raised,
the latest reveal being a new app (‘Prism’) developed by
architect Bryden Wood in collaboration with the Mayor
of London’s office, that helps developers and housing
associations assess the viability of modular housing.
This comes at the same time as Ikea’s agreement with
Worthing Council to factory-build up to 162 houses on
the South coast, using its Boklok arm (which has already
provided 11,000 homes across Scandinavia).
The next step must surely be to not only upscale these
approaches but also to fully integrate architecture with
systems engineering, together with the supply chain. This
would include more vertical integration, but does not
necessarily mean that everything is made in the same
factory.
It will no doubt rely on a cultural shift, requiring an
acceptance of greater upfront investment in the full
design and of the earlier decisions that come with that.
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Timber case study: Mjostarnet, Brumunddal

Mjostarnet in Brumunddal, 160km north of Oslo, is an 18 storey mixed-use building that was officially recognised by
the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat at a ceremony in May 2019 as the tallest timber building in the world.
At 85.35m it stands as a marker for local skills using local materials (and the most sustainable material available). Its
respective elements - a glulam superstructure, CLT core walls, timber cassette floors, CLT balconies, timber facades were each provided by a different specialist supplier.
It is structurally robust and its primary structure is certified as 2-hour fire-resistant (with fire stops at every floor level
in the facade). Employing a high level of pre-assembly it took just 12 months to build from first frame member to last.
Replicating this endeavour would be difficult in some locations due to local codes, and of course in the UK we
are still grappling with the implications of the tragedy of Grenfell Tower. Marrying fire safety with sustainability
constitutes a key challenge for the construction industry, across the world.
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We also like to hear what you think and welcome any
views you might have. Do please feel free to contact
any of us.

alinea consulting LLP
90 Cannon Street
London, EC4N 6HA
www.alineacostconsulting.com

